For Immediate Release
M2B WORLD LAUNCHES WOWtv NEW NEXT-GENERATION
PERSONALISED BROADBAND CHANNEL
Adds High-Definition Streaming, User Generated Content, Live TV and Social Networking features
to offer greater choice & better viewer experience and to lead to an increase in advertising revenue

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA & SINGAPORE – AUGUST 29, 2008 – Amaru, Inc (AMRU)
announced today that its subsidiary, M2B World Asia Pacific Pte Ltd (M2B Asia) has launched
WOWtv NEW as the latest enhancement to WOWtv, its premier personalised broadband
entertainment channel.
M2B World Asia Pacific consumers’ customised user experience is set to reach greater
heights through WOWtv NEW’s expanded features. These features include High-Definition
(HD) streaming, instantaneous playback with almost zero buffering, new Community and User
Generated Content, Live TV broadcast and Social Networking. All this will compliment its
already extensive Video-On-Demand (VOD) service, which showcases multiple channels of
Free and Pay TV Content. The initiatives were taken to retain and expand viewership to firmly
position M2B World Asia Pacific as a leading player in the entertainment and social
networking arena. The plan for an extended viewership base is expected to lead to new
revenue sources, and increase existing advertising revenue.
Ultimately what sets WOWtv New apart is the easy access to high-quality hassle-free video
delivery and rendering based on each consumer’s computer environment. Greater broadband
connection offers higher-quality video than those with less optimal environments, yet content
are encoded in a way that helps allocate bandwidth to make each video frame as sharp as
possible—even during a live broadcast.
In addition, WOWtv NEW users will now have their own personal profile page where they can
manage their favourite playlist, video and music from multiple sources. A new Forum feature
enables the creation of personal Avatars, be part of an Anime community or pursue life in
cyberspace with others who share the same passion.
Conceived by M2B World Asia Pacific’s team of in-house developers and designers, the new
features were made technologically feasible through the channel’s WOWtv NEW Media
Player which supports DVD-style navigation and the DVR-like ability to move forward or back
in time. WOWtv NEW users can now fast forward, rewind, pause, bookmark, scrub forward
and back, and even jump to any point in the video content—all without interrupting the
viewing experience.
“Singapore is a sophisticated market for broadband on-demand entertainment. Its high IT
and internet penetration, staunch support of intellectual property and respect for copyrights
were decisive factors in our consideration to expand in this region. It is the natural choice as
a launch-pad for WOWtv NEW. We responded to a growing thirst among savvy viewers for
on-demand High Definition Broadband entertainment serving extensive content genres,” said
Colin Binny, CEO of Amaru Inc. and M2B World Asia Pacific.
M2B World Asia Pacific engineered Singapore's first Broadband TV service with an extensive
premium content library in July 2006. WOWtv has more than 190,000 registered users in
Singapore, and the service is operating in Indonesia and China.

Like its predecessor, WOWtv NEW’s FREE or Pay-Per-View (PPV) choices are available ondemand 24 x 7. There is no subscription fee for the FREE tier and all users need do to have
access to the channels of programmes is to register for a WOWtv NEW account.
For more information on WOWtv NEW’s FREE or PPV choices, log on to www.wowtv.com.

About M2B World Asia Pacific
M2B World Asia Pacific, part of Amaru, Inc. (AMRU), a Nevada corporation, is a leading
broadband entertainment provider in the Asia region, offering interactive entertainment-ondemand and education-on-demand streaming over broadband channels and Internet portals.
The M2B brand has established its competitive edge by offering access to an expansive
range of content libraries for aggregation, distribution and syndication on broadband and
other media.
About Amaru Inc.
Amaru, Inc., through its subsidiaries under the M2B brand, is a leader in the Broadband
Media Entertainment business, and a major provider of interactive Entertainment-on-demand
streaming over Broadband channels, Internet portals, and 3G devices. To date, the Company
has launched multiple Broadband TV websites for Hollywood and Asian entertainment,
education and online shopping, with over 100 channels designed to cater to various
consumer segments and lifestyles. Its content covers diverse genres such as movies,
dramas, comedies, documentaries, music, fashion, lifestyle, edutainment, and more. The
M2B brand has established its competitive edge by offering access to an expansive range of
content libraries for aggregation, distribution and syndication on Broadband and other media;
including rights for merchandising, product branding, promotion and publicity. For more
information visit www.amaruinc.com.
This press release contains forward-looking statements, which are subject to change. The
information posted in this release may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning
of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. You can identify these statements by
use of the words "may," "will," "should," "plans," "expects," "anticipates," "continue,"
"estimate," "project," "intend," and similar expressions. Forward-looking statements involve
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those projected
or anticipated. These risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, growth and
demand for broadband services, the unproven nature of the subscriber model, consumer
adaptation of set-top boxes, the ability to execute content deals on favorable terms,
government controls on media & gaming in various regions, the ability to manage rapid
growth, disruptions to networks, competitors and new entrants, changes in product mix, our
efforts to establish independent broadband sites in countries where conditions are suitable,
our ability to expand our offerings of content in entertainment and education, and various
other factors beyond the Company’s control.
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